CREATIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND PRIZES
2018
- lighting of the site of Lake Hoan Kiem for the city of Hanoï, Vietnam
- realisation of 46 « glass of lights » for the St Ignace de Loyola Church in Paris
- light creation for the heliport of the Hospital of Geneva
- film creation for a permanent installation on the Star Hotel in the city of Sapa in Vietnam
- project of light creation for the solar tower Ashalim in the desert of Neguev in Israël
- exposition in San Francisco with the Weinstein Gallery USA
- light creation for the site of Fansipan Mountain Sapa Vietnam
- light creation for the Hauterive Abbey in Switzerland
- film creation for the permanent installation on the facade of the train station of Versailles Chantier France
- light creation for the Imagix Cinema in Mons, Belgique
- exhibition tribute to Claude Viseux at the Museum Guéthary France
2017
- exhibition at the Minsky Gallery in Octobre in Paris
- Paris Nuit Blanche on the 3 facades the Région île de France and the city Hall of Paris 7th
arrondissement in October
- light creation for the cable car of Orléans, France
- light study for the train station of Versailles Chantier, France
- project of light sculpture on the tower Hassan with architect Arnaud Gilles in Rabat in
Morocco
- realisation of 6 « glass of light » for the Saint Ignace de Loyola Church in Paris
- ight creation with the library of Sou Fujimoto for the Art Paris Art Fair at the Grand Palais
with the Philippe Gravier Gallery in March
- lighting scenography project for the parc of Lake Hoan Kiem in Hanoi, Vietnam
- Light Sculpture in Chennai for the Phoenix Market City Mall in India
- creation of the skylights for the new chapel of Saint Martin in the city of Tours, France
2016
- light model of the Pont de Sèvres station scale 1/20 (4mx1,5m) for the exhibition "Les
Passagers du Grand Paris Express" Boulogne Billancourt . France
- Competition for the boat station of the Vedettes de Paris at the Eiffel Tower . Paris
- lightning scenography for the Marin Garden at Saint Tropez with Jean Paul Carayon
landscape.
- study for a light sculpture at the Catholic Institute Paris
- lighting of Owan, and edition house from Kengo Kuma for Art Basel in June, with Gallery
Philippe Gravier.
- study for an artistic journey on the Seine with the edition house of Philip Garvier
- preparation of exhibition at Minsky Gallery in Paris in December and monumental projection

on the building of the region Ile de France.
- preparation of the tribute exhibition to Claude Viseux at the Guéthary Museum.
- light sculpture in Madras for the Choraria center
- light scenography for the development of commercial complex "Bruxsel the Docks" with
architects Art 'N Built - David Roullin
2015
- "Invitation au voyage" permanent monumental projection at the Gare du Nord - North Train
Station - Paris
- "Constellation" permanent installation of 1,000 stars in the suburb mezzanine at the Gare
du Nord - Paris
- lighting of "Angel Bear" Richard Texier's sculpture at the Gare du Nord - Paris
- lighting Gateway Grand Large in Dunkerque with Brigit De Kosmi architect.
- Inauguration of the lighting of the Gare du Nord in Brussels, Belgium.
- Installation of a piece of 35mm film projection to the HL Foundation Gurgaon. india
- Study for a monumental projection device to the Exhibition Centre in Brussels.
- Art Contest with 'N Build to create the new stadium at Heysel with monumental projection, 3
hectares.
- Lighting design of the Chapelle Saint Martin with the agency Duthilleul Architect.
- Light studies for the stations of the Grand Paris: Beaudottes Sevran and Sevran Livry with
the agency Duthilleul AREP
2014
- exhibition at the French alliance in India, New Delhi
- exhibition at the India Art Fair in New Delhi
- permanent light creation on the Prouvé Congres Center in Nancy, France
- light creation for an artistic lighting of the Louis Vuitton Foundation, architecture by Frank
Gehry
- « silver trees » event in Mumbay in India
- event at the Lalit in New Delhi in India
- extension of the project of monumental projection lighting at the City Palace of Jaipur, India
- light creation for « Many Small Cubes », architecture by Sou Fujimoto at the Tuileries
Garden in Paris during the Fiac, International Contemporary Art Fair
- survey for the lighting renovation of the North Station in Paris
- light survey for the stations of the Grand Paris : Noisy Champs, Pont de Sèvres with AREP
- light survey for the stations RER-E Eole : Porte Maillot, la Défense with AREP
2013
- opening event of the festival « Bonjour India » in Jantar Mantar at New Delhi
- monumental video creation for the City Palace in Jaipur, India
- exhibition at the India Art Fair in New Delhi
- light planning and monumental light sculpture for the Charles III place in Nancy, France
- light survey for the stations CNIT with Jean Marie Duthilleul, architect
- competition for the biggest mall of the Benelux « Just Under the Sky » with Art 'N Built
architects
- light creation survey for the Moulay Hassan place and the facade of the CDG in Rabat,
Maroco
- opening event of the « light and sounds garden » at the La Borie Foundation in France with
sound designer Louis Dandrel
- light scenography with Belgian composer Dan Lacksman for the Christmas event on the
Grand Place of Brussels, Belgium
2012
- light event in Brussels « Arche-Chambon » for Allfin group during 3 months (monumental
light projection and light scenography).

- creation of a permanent floating light and sound sculpture at the La Borie Foundation in
France with sound designer Louis Dandrel
- exhibition in Madras, India at the Akar Prakar Gallery
- exhibition at the India Art Fair in New Delhi
- light survey for the North station in Brussels, Belgium
- creation of unique piece of lighting “Sun and Clouds” for the private collection of Philippe
Austruy
- competition for the light scenography pf the Croix Rousse Tunnel in Lyon, France

2011
- Winning team (architect Nicolas Michelin & Associates, P. Rimoux, Bouygues ...) for the
assistance of the Ministry of Defence to Balard - Paris
- Create a kaleidoscopic projection giant Rangoli of Light as part of exchanges of artists
Franco Indian government in New Delhi
- Contest Home Channel, Bassin de la Villette - Paris City
- Order of the City of La Charité sur Loire and Burgundy DRAC permanent work for the
cloister of the Benedictines of the city of Words (video projection of 70 m)
- Competition for the lighting of the Grand Place in Mons, Belgium
- Installation "The 100 words of Cardinal de Bernis" in Word Festival at the Charité sur Loire
- Residence in India and exposure to contemporary art fair Art India Summit in New Delhi
- Installation at the Embassy of France in New Delhi, creating 4 films on the season for the
center of la Francophonie of the Americas in Quebec, durable projection
- Creation of unique lighting Sun & Clouds for the collection of Philippe Austruy
- Project highlighting the entire area of ??the door of Italy to Toulon with the agency Nicolas
Michelin Planners
- Exposure to Matthieu Foss Gallery in Mumbai in October
- Creation of a permanent floating sculpture, light and sound to the founding of La Borie with
sound artist Louis Dandrel
2010
- Inauguration of the lighting of all spaces around the Centre Pompidou Metz, furniture
design specific.
- On the occasion of the inauguration of the Centre Pompidou Metz, exhibition at Galerie
Baudoin Lebon, Paris.
- Highlighting the event Museum of Art and History in Geneva in October
- Study of light tramway bridge crossing the Cher Tours
- Scenography light of Seneca's Phaedra, directed by Astrid Bas in Paris at Four Hundred
- Highlighting the event Consulate of France in Quebec City in June
- Marseille-Provence project for European Capital of Culture 2013
- Highlighting the ring of Europe by the architect Alain Sarfati in Brussels
- Brick sculpture for Madagascar (among Enki Bilal, Jean Nouvel, Relieves, Penone ...)
- Proposed lighting of the house of the Euro-Mediterranean, is in Italy to Toulon with the
agency Nicolas Michelin Planners
- Highlighting the Gare du Nord in Brussels
- Light sculpture project for the headquarters of the French Federation of Motor Sports in
Paris FFSA
- Light scenography Peyrassol field, development of a range of lighting and lighting specific
works (Dubuffet, Tinguely, César, Venet, Lalanne, Reynaud ...)
- Competition for the Fort St. Jean in Marseille with Catherine Mosebach, landscape
2009
- lighting projection in New-York on the facade of the French Cultural Embassy, the Payne
Whitney Mansion at the 972 Fifth avenue march 19 th for the day of the francophonie in the
World
- retrospective at the Congrès train station in Brussels on the realized light projects in
Brussels and presentation of the survey for the Grand Place, from March 5th to 30th
- exhibition of sculptures made of 35mm films and of photographies about « Brussels – New
York » at the art Gallery «Le café Français» in Brussels from March 26th to April 4th
- scenography and light for the theatre play « The song of songs » at the PS1 MOMA in New
York in September
- creation for the Autunm festival of Normandie : Lighting of the fish market of Dieppe.
- Light scenography of the ARTEM’s Gallery (300m long) in Nancy, project of the architect
Nicolas Michelin
- creation of the "white book" for the tramway of Tours with Daniel Buren, Roger Talon, Louis
Dandrel and Régine Charvet-Pellot

- lightning of the wharf of Saint Paul at La Réunion
- illumination of the Kora Awards site (music awards of Africa) in Nigeria in December
2008
- light creation on the façade of the Centre of the Francophonie of America for the 400th
birthday of the city of Quebec (Cultures Frances)
- light creation on the façade of the city Hall of Quebec for the 400th birthday of the city of
Quebec (City of Paris, City of Quebec)
- light sculptures for the play « Phèdre en Inde » (scenography by Astrid Bas, Lights :
Georges Lavaudant) cities of New Delhi and Bombay in India.
- creation of a garden of sounds and light with Louis Dandrel (sound sculptor) in La Borie,
Cultural Meeting Centre, Limoges (France).
 light scenography of the photo exhibition of Thierry Secretan “the whale’s footstep” for
the months of the photography in Paris.

2007
- temporary illumination « Liège adorned with colours : Blue » , illumination of 7 places of the
city of Liège (Belgium) in December.
- temporary illumination « Dance the city », city of Cayenne (French Guyana) in October.
- « Piccolo Teatro », an itinerant sculpture made of plexiglass and Led Spotlights for THORN lightning
company.
- light creation for « Va Vis » a choreography by Norma Claire
- contest on 3 towers in Boulogne Billancourt with architect Nicolas Michelin (France).
- light scenography of the Europe’s Ring (architect Alain Sarfati) and lighting scheme for the
Boulevard de l’Impératrice in Brussels.
- completion of the permanent illumination of the Brabant bridge in Saint Josse,
- Belgium.completion of the permanent illumination of passage de l’Amphithéâtre in the
surroundings of the Centre Pompidou Metz in France.

2006
- Winner of the competition for the illumination of the Grand-Place in Brussels (Belgium).
- temporary illumination « Liège adorned with colours » ; illumination of 8 courtyards and
secret places of the city of Liège (Belgium) in December.
- exhibition at the Louis Vuitton gallery in Paris (France) from May to August.
- lighting scheme for the city of Cayenne (French Guyana).
- illumination of the Nivôse Frigate at the Seychelles for the French national day.
- exhibition at the French Alliance in New Delhi (India) in February.
- lighting scheme of the seaside for the city of St Paul on the Reunion island.
2005
- artist’s residence in Madras (India), at the invitation of the French Embassy in India, in
December.
- temporary illumination « Liège adorned with colours » ; illumination of 6 squares of the city
of Liège (Belgium) in December.
- temporary illumination « Dance the city around Brazil », city of Cayenne (French Guyana) in
october.
- exhibition at the Baudoin Lebon gallery in Paris (France) in September.
- commission by the city of Soweto of the « Freedom Towers » for the Kliptown district
(South Africa) in June.
- illumination of the Sauroy mansion in the Marais district in Paris (France).
- commission by the city of Brussels of the sculpture « Stop all the clocks » for the Heysel
stadium (Belgium) in May.
- lighting scheme for the city of Metz of the developments in the district of Pompidou Metz
(architect Shigeru Ban) with Nicolas Michelin’s agency.
- lighting survey for the city of Rueil Malmaison of the 1.2 km long footbridge with Nicolas
Michelin’s agency.
- lighting survey for an architectural colonial development in the city centre of Calcutta
(India).
- lighting project for the Saint-Jacques Tower in Paris (France).
- lighting scheme for the city of Ixelles in Belgium.
2004
- commission by EDF Foundation for 12 photographs from the collection of Electropolis
museum.
- contest for the covering façade of Seguin island with architect Nicolas Michlin at BoulogneBillancourt (France).
- illumination of the imaginary gardens by Kathryn Gustafson in Terrasson Lavilledieu
(France) in August.
- light scenography and direction with choreographer Norma Claire of « Dance the city » in
Cayenne, French Guyana, in October.
- light scenography of the city of Rocamadour (France) for the Eclectic Festival in July.
- lighting development of Cépérou Fort, city of Cayenne (Guyana).
- lighting study for the County Council of Guyana of Diamond Fort in Rémire Montjoly, of
Saint Jean Cathedral, the Poudrière and the Superior School of Commerce in Cayenne
(Guyana).
- lighting study of the transportation camp, Unesco world patrimony, for the city of Saint
Laurent du Maroni (Guyana).
- permanent lighting study of the Grand-Place of Brussels, Unesco world patrimony.

2003
- temporary illumination of the Grand-Place in Brussels « Winter Pleasures ».
- project for a street lamp for the city of Arras (France).
- light performance for « Les imaginaires » in Cassis’ harbour (France).
- light scenography of the front square of « Sainte Gudule » cathedral in Brussels (Belgium).
- « light architecture », documentary film by Jean-Jacques Beineix on Patrick Rimoux’s
projects.
- exhibition for the year of design at the Saltworks in Arc-et-Senans (France).
- conception of a light sculpture for Freedom Square in Soweto in South Africa.
- lighting study of the district of Kliptown in Soweto in South Africa.
- conception and creation of the illumination of the agricultural housing development in
Schaerbeek in Belgium.
- illumination of the SNCB bridge, city of Saint-Josse in Belgium.
- light scenography and direction with choreographer Norma Claire of « Dance the city » in
Cayenne, French Guyana.
- exhibition in Bar-Le-Duc (France), at the « Expression » gallery, on a film by Jean-Jacques
Beineix.
- lighting development of the banks of Argenton sur Creuse (France).
- lighting development of Albertine Square in Brussels for architect Alain Sarfati.
- design of Brussels Mast for the city of Brussels.
2002
- temporary illumination of the Grand-Place in Brussels « Winter Pleasures – The Ardennes
Forest ».
- light scenography of the Preacher Brothers church for Joseph Kudelka’s exhibition during
the International Festival of photography in Arles (France).
- light sculpture for the two-yearly festival of contemporary art in Nîmes (France).
- competition for the scenography of an EDF-Electropolis area in Mulhouse (France).
- lighting development of Mandela Bridge in Johannesburg.
- creation of a series of light paving stones for Thorn Europhane company.
- competition for the Savane park in Fort de France in Martinique.
- competition for the lighting development of the surroundings of Mont-Saint-Michel (France).
- scenography of the AGF headquarters in Paris.
- light creation for the inauguration of the centre for contemporary art « Le Plateau », FRAC
of Paris region.
2001
- temporary illumination of the Grand Place in Brussels « Winter Pleasures – Christmas
Constellation ».
- lightning study for the façade of the Market theatre for the city of Johannesburg (South
Africa).
- design of the lighting for Newtown district for the city of Johannesburg (South Africa).
- lighting study for the square of the amphitheatre within the context of the development
contest of the city of Nîmes (France).
- light creation with Jean-Luc Estève for « love is sweet », choregraphy by Norma Claire.
- scenography of the Duggan Crownin exhibition for the South African French Institute.
- lighting disposition and conception study for the city of Saint Josse in Belgium.
- light study for the saltworks of Arc-et-Senans (commission by Claude Nicolas Ledoux
Institute).
- scenographic study for the left-wing pavilion of the royal saltworks in Arc-et-Senans.

2000
- lighting development of the Emperor boulevard, Dinant square, Dinant street, and Villers
street in Brussels for the Region of Brussels.
- lighting study for the railway bridge of the city of Saint-Josse (Belgium) for King Baudouin
foundation.
- lighting study for the barracks site at the Mont-Saint-Michel (creation of a new parking
area).
- illumination of the viaduct in Nevers (France).
- lighting disposition study for the West boulevards of the city of Nevers.
- design of a light signal for the Roman roadway.
- creation of the lighting scenography of the cliff and fortress in Mornas (France - Vaucluse).
- disposition study for the Renault Pub on the Champs-Elysées.
- lighting study for three bridges in the Chapel district in Brussels (Qantara project) for
Recyclart.
- lighting study for the Princess Astrid Hall, paraboloïd hyperbolic veil.
- study for the illumination of the amphitheatre in the city of Nîmes.
- design of a light system, « Cyclops’ eye ».
- study of the lighting scenography of the ENSBA (National Art School).
1999
- design of street lighting for the centennial Boulevard, Brussels (Belgium).
- illumination of a viaduct in Nevers (France) for New Year’s Eve, 1999.
- cliff and fortress lighting study in Mornas (France, Vaucluse).
- conception and creation of the illumination of the main courtyard of the Parc des
Expositions in Brussels.
- design of the lighting for the Beaurivage Boulevard in La Ciotat (France).
- design of the lighting for the old harbour of La Ciotat (France).
- light scenography of the Human Rights International Federation float for the Paris
Technoparade.
1998
- light development of the Gray bridge in Ixelles (Belgium).
- study for the illumination of underground galleries in Provins (France).
- lighting guidelines scheme for Nevers (France).
- creation of the light disposition in Bruparck (Belgium).
- studies for the development of the Centennial Boulevard, the International Buildings and the
Atomium in Bruxelles for the region and local council.
- lighting disposition studies for the canal bridge and the nine canal locks for the Voies
Navigables de France, the local council of Béziers (France) and Region.
- exhibition of light works at the National Art School in Paris.
1997
- « Polylogue 50 » Odile Baudel Site in Paris in February.
- creation of the lighting disposition of Maurice Utrillo Street for the local council of Paris.
- development and illumination of the Baïse river banks for the Vianne local council (Lot-etGaronne, France).
- commission by the DRAC Paris Region and the city of Coulommiers (France) for a lighting
project on the Grand Morin.
- illumination of the city of Coulommiers from 20th to 28th September for the public
monuments open days (Journées du Patrimoine).
- creation of a light beacon for the city of Vianne (France).

- light creation (Pharos line) for the city of Brussels.
- project for the illumination and development of the Lot river banks at Villeneuve-sur-Lot
(France).
1996
- exhibition at Confluences in Paris.
- Montrouge exhibition (France).
- exhibition at the Commune Theatre of Aubervilliers (France).
- sculpture on the centennial of cinema for the city of Brussels.
1995
- exhibition at the Arco Gallery in Nevers (France).
- illumination of the TY2 locomotive project.
- exhibition at Confluences in Paris.
- commission by the Hall de la Chanson for an interactive booth for the centennial of cinema.
- light sculpture in Chevalier-de-la-Barre Street, Paris.
- creation of a light paving at Egmont park in Brussels.
1994
- lighting disposition study of the Garenne park in Nerac (France) and of the lock in Vianne
(France).
- creation of a stele project for the centennial of cinema.
- creation of a triptych for the A. Rochefeld collection.
- commission by the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignation (Bank of France subsidiary) for the
study of the development of 30kms of the Baïse river banks in Lot-et-Garonne (France).
1993
- Montrouge exhibition (France).
- installation of a light design “entre Ciel et Vert” for the student social centre of Marne la
Vallée (France).
- exhibition at Confluences in Paris.
- exhibition at Electra Site in Paris.
1992
- exhibition at Confluences in Paris.
- Montrouge exhibition (France).
- conception with Henri Alekan of a “Light Path” for Aignay-le-Duc, commissioned by the
Fondation de France.
- conception of the “Light Paths” for 56 city sites on behalf of the Brussels region.
- commission for a light signal by the Cultural Directorate of the Paris local council (SacréCoeur, streets of Montmartre).
1991
- conception of a light sculpture « Signal » for the city of Paris real estate company.
- association with Henri Alekan for the « Light Paths ».
- winner of the contest for a fountain and a light design for the town of Savigny-sur-Orge
(France).

1990
- creation of an event sculpture for the Krieg company.
- exhibition in Tokyo : « Events Message Machine ».
- creation of a monument tribute to Henri Langlois at the Montparnasse cemetery (France).
1989
- exhibition at the Beaux-Arts Gallery in Paris with the Viseux studio.
- artistic direction of the official reception of the École Centrale Equinoxe.
- exhibition at the May Show.
- creation of a monumental sculpture (7 x 12 x 6 m) for the GAN insurance company.
- winner of the Patek Philippe prize.
- exhibition at Alias gallery in Paris.
1988
- winner of the contest for a sculpture representing France at the Lausanne International
Olympic Committee (Switzerland).
- second prize at the CNAP contest for the Art et Information magazine.
- exhibition at the May Show.
- performance at the National School Art of Paris.
- winner of the contest for the creation of a monument tribute to Henri Langlois.
- exhibition in the Kowalski workshop at Beaux-Arts (Paris).
1986
- National School of Technological Teaching in Bessières (France).
- National Art School in Paris, in the workshop of Claude Viseux.
- CAPES (higher teaching degree) in new technologies.
- Degree in Applied Arts.
- Degree in Sciences and Techniques.

